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Evaluations - an engineer 's
task?
ABSTRACT
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Today lai.i,yers,architects, building engineers, mapping engineers und business rnanagers
perfovm proper& valuations. The basic training Programme in these professions is not
sutcient to achieve the necessary und broad knowledge needed for the valuation of
property. So pvoperty valziators ask which profession has obtained the best basic training
jOr these tasks.
This question has been dealt with u.sing actual valuation orders. Two hundred ten
evaluations were empirically analysed to find out the k t z u ~ledge required of the
evaluator,fov his/hev tasks. Also, the issue of which rnistakes are mostly made in carrying
out valz/ations methods has also been examined.
Hints jor future developments are given in the conclusion. The analysis was carried out
in Gevmany, Dut it is of more than national importance.

Historical research was carried out first to find out which professional
groups have dealt with the valuation of landed and personal
property. This is important in order to be able to prove where such
an activity resides. By doing so it can be seen that in fonner times,
inapping engineers in particular valuated unbuilt properties and
building specialists valuated built properties.
In the era of industrialisation and the indebtedness of property,
tlie task of property evaluation grew. Over long periods of the 20th
century, legal evaluation rules have existed. Exceptions were made
at the beginning of the 20th century and for a short period of time
after World War I, so that in West Germany, only after 1960 and
only in the former GDR since 1990, have free market economic
evaluations been carried out. The importance of property valuations
within Europe has grown since the development of portfolio
inanagement with an international orientation at the end of the 20th
century.
Upon analysing the German experts' lists. it became clear that most
of the property valuating experts are from the building field, but the
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largest share of articles in the usual specialits' journals had not been
written by building experts.
This fact caused the author to determine if the original basic
knowledge for this kind of work is more available to graduates of
building faculties than to those from other study disciplines.
Valuation is only the apex of an integral way of viewing things. The
running costs, the cost of necessary repairs, the cost of neglected
repairs, the state of the building, the market situation and the legal
conditions have to be checked. By using 210 arbitrarily chosen
evaluations dating from 1999 to 2002, the question asked at the
beginning has been answered by present-day practical examples.

1. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Worked out evaluations as well as the most common mistakes in the
use of property valuation methods have been analysed.
In the period from 1999 to 2002 1,200 evaluations were carried out
in experts' offices in Germany, where the author is professionally
active, by various experts. These evaluations have been archived.
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